Loss of chromatic sensitivity in AMD and diabetes: a comparative study.
Abnormalities in rod and cone photoreceptor morphology have been reported in normal aging retinas in the absence of known pathology and have been taken as an indicator of susceptibility to retinal disease. Some loss of visual performance may therefore precede retinal structural changes that can be detected reliably using conventional fundus imaging techniques. Red/green (RG) and yellow/blue (YB) colour discrimination thresholds are sensitive measures of normal retinal function and poor YB discrimination is often taken as an indicator of retinal disease, though it is generally acknowledged that RG loss is also present in most cases of acquired deficiency. Although structural changes in age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetes share some similarities, significant differences remain and this may result in different patterns of RG and YB loss. The aim of this study was to quantify and compare the severity of RG and YB loss of chromatic sensitivity in patients with AMD and diabetes. Patients with varying severity of AMD and diabetes and normal subjects of similar age were recruited for the study. RG and YB colour detection thresholds were measured in the two groups of patients and the control group, using the Colour Assessment and Diagnosis (CAD) test. Each AMD subject investigated showed significant, but unequal loss of YB and RG chromatic sensitivity, with YB discrimination showing the greatest loss. Diabetic subjects also exhibited reduced chromatic sensitivity, but with almost equal and highly correlated RG and YB thresholds (R(2) = 0.99). The severity of colour vision loss measured with the CAD test also correlates well with a clinical classification index of disease progression in AMD, and with the level of hyperglycaemic control in diabetes. These findings suggest that accurate measurements of RG and YB colour thresholds can provide a sensitive measure of functional change in diseases of the retina with patterns of loss that differ significantly in AMD and diabetes.